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ABSTRACT

HIDDEN WHISPERS
Nahideh Navab, Artist
George Mason University, 2014
Thesis Director: Dr. Helen Frederick

In my MFA exhibition, November 2013, I’ve taken elements of politics and
women’s issues into a visual portfolio. My two passions came together through the use of
various complex hand print techniques and an installation, which created space for the
viewer’s interaction. My art work originated as whispering. Art became the language.
Art, the land of fantasy and dream, ironically has become the last refuge for truth. A
coded heart to heart means of communication. Short chapters of this thesis narrate the
stories behind my art and explore some key elements that have shaped the alphabet of my
language.
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INTRODUCTION

I am under the spell of Middle Eastern history and culture. I cannot retrieve all the
treasures that have been buried, destroyed, or burned in Iran, Iraq, or Syria, but I may
save what has been delivered to me through stories, songs, dance, and every bite of food
that has nourished me from this precious land. I am a storyteller; I talk of women from
the past and present, goddesses who have yielded their power to the masculine figures of
war and conquest.
Since my childhood, I have recognized the pressure of living as a second class
citizen. I have observed the discrimination around me. I was attracted to the daily life of
women, their relationship with other women, their love stories and their challenges in
private and in public. Most of these tales were melancholy. Women sang love songs,
burning with the sensations of fire and ash.
The women who stole my heart were those who crossed lines and raised their
voices against unfair social norms. History books written by masculine power rarely
represented these women. Historic sources written by and about women could not be
found.
Misrepresentation is not limited to women, and cert ainly not only to the Middle
East. Discrimination and the exercise of power find their way through the limitation of
information and freedom of speech. It is no secret that the media is run and manipulated
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by large corporations. Many documents have been destroyed or distorted. People are
prohibited from uncovering secrets. Revealing information is considered a crime worthy
of heavy punishment. Journalism has become the most dangerous occupation. Activists
are under attack all around the world. The cry for social change, for justice cannot be
conveyed candidly.

Figure 1: Iraq 2003, collagraph, monoprint on handmade paper, 6"x12"
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Like many periods in the past, art is the refuge of truth. Art is a coded heart-toheart language: it narrates stories; it bridges gaps between people and generations.
Storytelling is the way we save our history.
In my art, I have taken elements of politics and women into creating a collisionportfolio driven by these polarities. My two passions come together aquiline on my recent
works. Various hand print techniques and like silkscreen, lithography, solar plate, and
etching have helped me to develop a series that combine the secret of women with the
politic of liberation.

Figure 2: Self Portrait, silkscreen, three palates collograph, color pencil, 11" x 30"
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PORTRAIT OF WOMEN

Dada: Wise Woman
Dada (1880-1981) was the wise woman in my family. To me she was a
connection to history. She was a historic figure, a goddess. I was always curious to know
more about her mysterious past. She had lived through three Persian dynasties, two
World Wars, and many uprisings. She buried four of her children. Famine had killed
more than nine million of the Persian population as a result of British policies during and
in the wake of World War I.
Even after all these years of misery she was so full of love. She would save her
crying and whispering words of separation for her prayer rug. Dada was a storyteller.
She would lead us with her deep voice to the labyrinths of her stories. I could imagine all
the details. I would identify with more than one character in her plot. Dada was my muse.
Her final magical moment was in her late nineties, when my artist cousin Mamad,
gave Dada a box of markers and paper. Dada started to draw, and continued drawing to
the end of her life. Coded elements and figures in her images were magical to me; like the
stories she would whisper to us at dusk. The colorful, mystic layers of my artwork reveal
her untold stories.
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Figure 3: Dada, mix media print, 11" x 17"

One of my first prints, is a handwritten Forugh Farrokhzad poem layered on top
of a hand printed image of my sisters with my dear Dada. This print won the first place at
the “Feminist Reve (a)ling” juried show at George Mason University’s Gallery 123 in
2000
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Women in History
My recent artwork features women characters from past, Goddesses of prehistoric time and iconic women from the present time, those who were guardians of
humanity; those who broke taboos and acted bravely to raise their voices against
suppressive social norms. Those who had the guts to ask for change of social status and
individual rights, challenged authorities and public. An actor stands for her right of her
body, a poet cries out her words against oppression, and a woman become her own agent
in the street of large cities.

Figure 4: Mother Goddess, collagraph, silkscreen on BFK paper, 30" x 22"
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The characters of my women series (summer of 2013), Anahita, Mother Goddess,
Golshifteh (My Body Myself), Hilla (poet), (appropriation of twelve century miniature
work) and Street Woman are a family of which the same style of technique (handprint
silkscreen), color spectrum, and line quality. Unique shared visual voices among this
series denotes maturity and level of inner connection.

Figure 5: Anahita #1, silkscreen, Arches 88 paper, 22" x 30"
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Figure 6: Shirin silkscreen on Arches 88 paper, 30"x 22
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Figure 7: My Body Myself (Golshifteh), silkscreen, monoprint, lithograph, and chine-colle', 30" x 22"
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Figure 8: Hilla (Poet), silkscreen on Arches 88 paper, 22" x 30"
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Figure 9: Street Woman, silkscreen on Arches 88 paper, 30" x 22"
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One Million Signature: Women Activists
On June 14, 2005, the news about women activists protesting in Tehran brought
joy to my heart. Though I was far away I felt close to them. At the time, I was raising my
family in the United States. The protest recalled the complex feelings of solidarity and
struggle in the streets of Tehran in the years that followed the 1979 uprising; a time
defined by the imprisonment and punishment of many, the emigration of some, and the
establishment of an authoritative religious regime. The protest in 2005 was followed by a
wave of action that culminated with the “One Million Signatures Campaign” that
demanded equal rights for women. Here, I have portrayed Iranian women activists in a
series of prints and one handmade archival book. I used different printing techniques,
including silkscreen, lithograph, and monoprint.
One copy of a singular monoprint is now part of a permanent collection at
Sichuan National University in China. This work documents the complexity of the
political moment in Iran, a crucial time for this growing movement. I chose a colorful
photograph of a group of women activists. Faces were radiant, healthy, and determined.
To create an appearance of a historic document, I used a limited color palette, with
written material about the persecution of women activists opposing new Islamic laws
printed in reverse, selected from a daily newspaper written in Persian. I added digitally
manipulated shapes and forms to heighten tension. Monoprint and lithograph techniques
has been used to express hope and entanglement.
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Figure 10: One Million Signature, monoprint, lithograph on BFK paper, 17" x 11"
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Figure 11" One Million Signature, handprint book. monoprint, lithograph on BFK paper, 17" x 11":
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Raising My Voice: Afghan Woman Warrior
This is a large work from a series of four collagraph plates that resemble a
fragmented land of blood and fire, using a chine-colle’ of a solar plate and a graphically
manipulated photograph of Malalai Joya’s face. This print reflects my deep respect for
the strong women of Afghanistan who have stood against the warlords and the invaders.
Vibrant colors, a textured surface, deep tonal effects of oil-based ink, combined with
intaglio and relief printmaking methods create a convincing allegory of war and anxiety.
The gazing eyes of Woman Warrior summon the occupying western viewer’s response

Figure 12: Malalai Joya, Collagraph,solar plate, chine-colle’ on BFK paper 30" x42"
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CALIGROPAINT

Khat-Naghashi ()خط – نقاشی
Persian calligraphic mark making flows naturally into my prints, though most of
these written shapes are not actual, accessible characters. Over the course of history,
many words have lost their meanings – either through misunderstandings or perhaps
manipulative abuse – but in my works, there is a visual conversation separate from the
known. Khat-naghashi is the combination of two words: “khat-  ”خطwhich means
“calligraphy” or “handwriting,” and “naghashi – ”نقاشیwhich means “painting.” Strong
semi-written elements formed on the surface of my silk screens invite interaction. They
symbolize the rich cultural heritage in some works, while in others they represent the
dominant Islamic law; in one a poetic breeze, in another, a sharp slash.
I have discovered my deep bond with Persian poetry, and it unfolds through the
free dance of my brush. It follows my whispers, singing the lyrics of Rumi, Hafez,
Shamloo, and Forugh Farrokhzad.
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Figure 13: Khat-naghashi, #1 collagraphy, silkscreen, chine-colle' print on BFK paper 42" x 30"
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Figure 14: Khat-naghashi #2, silkscreen, collagraphy on BFK paper 22" x 16"
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NEBULOUS

Installation, pillars and floating books
Nebulous was made for my Master of Fine Arts show in November of 2013. The
installation represents a cloud of vague knowledge suspended in the air (hanging books),
with whispered voices (recordings of my sister Nasrin and I) – a yearning for the
recognition of the present from absence. Whispers wipe the salt from our throats!
Whispers are direct and honest way to connect to others and to reality. They are
hermeneutics of my life.
Fifteen pillars hang in front of the floating books. Do they create a sanctuary or
are they memories of prohibitive boundaries? Are they boundaries that I have dared to
touch and walk through?
The white pillars are covered with calligraphic drawings, writings on handmade
paper, unfinished poems, handprints of old photographs, and lines of color and shape.
Graffiti shapes and lines create an atmosphere of a scene in New York, Beirut, or
Istanbul. Every pillar could be a book by itself. This is my journey in time and space,
places I have been, and the experiences of my life. Calligraphic shapes in black color on
the white skin of columns look like the notes on the white pages of my diary. It is a room
filled with voices.
Fluorescent colors of wrapping papers were added to the pillars to act like the
fluorescent neon lights of the busy stores of Lalehzar Street in Tehran in the decades after
World War II – a time of good business!
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Figure 15" Nebulous, Installation Pillars of prints and floating books
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BOOKMAKING

Untold Stories
Untold Stories was created in the fall of 2012. This book refers to twelve stories
from various landmarks, dramatic events both personal and universal.
For this relief print series, I used Sintra board – a light, durable, and rigid material
made of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Sintra is one of my favorite print plates. In previous
works, I have used Sintra plates to build layers of material to create a textured and
complex surface. I needed to produce vivid colors and linear shapes and Sintra worked
well for that purpose (see “Entanglement,” a series of four elongated shapes, and
“Afghan Warrior” another series of four 42” x 30” collagraphs).
In this series, I needed a subtle, clear-cut surface. Then I could maneuver tools in
a smooth curve or with geometric shapes and forms. Simple and clear lines and shapes
were designed in a way that engaged the viewer. Purposefully I selected 12” x 12” paper,
to create the experience of a narrative book. Elusive mono-color dark navy blue was my
color choice
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Figure 16: Untold Stories, twelve pages of open book, relief, 12" x 12"

Muse: Drawings
I found a small three-inch toy in a thrift shop and began to make drawings of her
childish and melancholia nature, and of her companion, a small panda. This object
became another muse for me. Pen to paper, the drawings were completed in one step. A
naïve and pure expression was achieved. My immediate connection with this figurine
became stronger with each drawing. I created a series of fourteen illustrations with her by
the ocean and with other fantasy figures.
These self-reflected drawings had the most comments from viewers; they
primarily addressed their immediate emotional connection with the main character and
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her friends. Simple freehand drawings without additional layers helped viewers grasp the
spirit of the work naturally.
Some of the other books I created during my master’s program are: Silk Road,
Wooden book, handmade paper book, Persian Calligraphy Books, and Change for
Equality.

Figure 17: Muse open book, ink and pen on paper 8.5" x 8.5"
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BIOGRAPHY

Nahideh Navab is an Iranian – American artist based in Fairfax Virginia. Born and raised
in Iran she moved to the United States in her early thirties. She served in the medical
profession for some years before she found her passion for art. Art became the language,
her means of communication, and a bridge for her to reach others and for others to
connect to her.
In each painting and handprint there is expressive, colorful stories woven with a mix of
Navab's cross-cultural experiences. A seasoned world traveler and profoundly influenced
by Persian history and literature, Navab skillfully blends cultures from across the globe to
create artwork infused with a synthesis of heritage and contemporary urban life.
Navab’s works present her belief that art is a conduit for social change. Art can
intelligently light the path to find new solutions to society's oldest problems. Many of
her works reflect her interest in global unity and women issues.
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